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RESERVATION CONTRACT
Name ………………………………………..
First Name…………………………………….
Address…………………………………….
……………………………………………..
Postal Code………………………………..
City ………………………………………..
Phone :………………………………………..
E-mail……………………………………..
Nationality………………………………...
Profession…………………………………

Names of participants:
Names

First Names

Birth dates

After having read the general booking conditions, the internal regulations and the current tariff, accept them and wish to reserve:

A camping pitch :

Arrival:

after 12 noon /////////// Departure

before 12 noon

Number of people over 7:
Number of people over 18 (for tourist tax):
Number of children (under 7):
Number of vehicles: …………………. Registrations: ………………………………….
Number of animals: ……………………. (maximum 2 per pitch)
Number of caravans ………………… ... Dimensions …………………………………………
Number of tents ………………………. Dimensions
Electricity: yes / no
(Provide a cable of around 30m)
Motorbike :

I enclose with this contract my deposit + the € 5 non-deductible application fees by:

Check (payable to Camping Les Ombrages)
Bank card n° ---- ---- ---- ---Expiration date / -- Cryptogram --Good for agreement

Signature :

Date: ……………… ..

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF BOOKING LOCATION

1- BOOKING
a -Any reservation of pitch is nominative. The tenant may in no case sublet or assign his rental without the
consent of the campsite.
b - Any deposit not accompanied by this contract cannot guarantee the reservation. After the final
registration of the reservation, our agreement with acknowledgment of receipt will be sent to the customer.
c - A period of 10 days is then granted for the payment of the deposit (25% of the price of the stay). Beyond
that, the option is canceled. You can use our form. The rental of your pitch only becomes final after receipt
of the confirmation sent by us.
d -The Management reserves the right to put an end to the registration of reservations according to the
crowds and without notice. She remains sole judge of the acceptance or refusal of a reservation without
having to justify it.
e - The final location will be determined by the campsite on the day of arrival.
f - On the day of your arrival, the pitch will be available from 12 noon and must be occupied before 7 p.m.
2- DEPOSIT:
a-The deposit for a location rental is 25% of the amount of the stay + € 5 booking fees (July and August)
b- The balance of the stay will be payable on the day of your arrival, for the period mentioned on the
contract.
c- The booking and registration fees will be paid upon booking and are in no way refundable, as will the
deposit in the event of cancellation.
d- No reduction will be granted in the event of late arrival or early departure.
e- We accept: Visa / Mastercard, check, Cash, Bank transfer fees are the responsibility of the customer

3- CANCELLATION:
Any cancellation of a reservation must be made in writing (Recommended with AR).
The reimbursement of the sums paid will take place after deduction of the amounts specified below:
Cancellation more than 30 days before the start of the stay: 10% of the amount of the deposit will be kept by
the campsite.

Cancellation less than 30 days before the start of the stay: the entire amount of the deposit will be retained
by the campsite.
4 - STAY:

a- On the day of departure, the pitch must be free no later than 12 noon.. For any departure after 12 noon, an
additional night will be charged.
b- In the absence of a supporting message from the client specifying his delay, the location will become
available 24 hours after the arrival date mentioned on the reservation contract and the deposit will remain
with the Management.
c- It is the camper's responsibility to insure themselves, the campsite declines all responsibility in the event
of theft, fire, bad weather, etc. and in the event of an incident arising from the camper's civil liability.
5 - DOMESTIC ANIMAL: Your animal must be kept on a leash, it must be tattooed and its up-to-date
vaccination record must be able to be presented at any time. He is not allowed to enter the toilets. In no case
should he remain alone on the campsite. Dogs of 1st and 2nd categories are prohibited.
6 - VISITORS: Anyone coming to visit you must be declared at the reception and must possibly pay the
price in force. Visitors must leave their car at the car park. The regulations are displayed at the entrance of
the campsite, also available at reception. Anyone entering the campsite must respect it.
7 - RESPONSIBILITY: The responsibility of the campsite, beyond its legal responsibility, is not engaged in
the event of: theft, loss or damage, of any kind whatsoever during or following a stay, breakdown or
decommissioning technical equipment, breakdown or closure of campsite facilities. When a resident causes
nuisance to other residents, or damage to the integrity of the facilities, his stay may be terminated
immediately and without compensation. Each tenant is responsible for the disturbances and nuisances
caused by the people who stay with him.
In the event of disputes, the Commercial Court of Lorient will be declared competent.

